
Com. Sarbjeet Singh was addressing  massive meeting of NFTE BSNL,Jalandhar and of its 
allies SEWA and SNATTA  held in the compound of Telephone Exchange, MTS Nagar to 
highlight the issues in ensuing 7th membership verification of BSNL unions. The enthusiasm  
amongst the TTA’s was so great that almost all the  D/Secretaries and all the district 
representative  of SNATTA Pb. Attended and addressed the meeting. An ever mobile and 
agile leader of SNATTA Pb. Circle Com. Amit Mittal addressing the house explained all the 
matter confronting the TTA’s and other BSNL employees at lenth. The speakers in the 
meeting highlighted the achievements made by  NFTE BSNL after being recognized in 
2013.Since the NFTE BSNL has been  recognized a conducive atmosphere in the 
functioning of BSNL has been created and because of which the BSNL has an operational 
profit of Rs.672 crores in 2015. 

SEWA Circle President, Com Paramjit Mahey who was to attend some urgent 
domestic social function conveys his support to the NFTE BSNL on phone and SEWA 
D/President also addressed the meeting and assured their support to the NFTE BSNL. 

SNATTA leaders clarified it that SNATTA Pb. will stand with its CHQ, except its 
decision of supporting BSNLEU in the coming verification.  Com Suryamani,D/secy.NTR, 
Com Santosh Singh, D/Secy.SNATTA Amritsar, Com Rakesh Mehta 
D/Sey.SNATTA,Bathinda, Com.Kewal Anand,CHD SNATTA,Com Nikil Suri, SNATTA 
Sangrur, Com Jashanpreet Singh,SNATTA Patiala, Com Sukhpal Singh, SNATTA 
Ferozepur,Com Rajinder, SNATTA Ropar,Com Surjit Rai, SNATTA Hoshiarpur, Com 
Balbir Singh, SNATTA Bathinda. 

Besides these Com. M.L.Sharma our senior leader  also addressed the meeting and 
appeal the members to work hard for wining the 7th membership verification in Punjab circle 
with thumping majority. Com Mohinder Singh, All India Vice President also exhorted the 
members to win this verification.Com Surjit Singh, C/Secy. explained that all the lost 
achievements as that of Bonus/LTC/Fixed Medical Allowances/Scrapping of 60:40 ration 
will be restored and settled. It is much necessary to bring NFTE BSNL in the first position as 
BSNLEU has played havoc with these demands. 

Com Shakti Kumar, D/Secy.Jalandhar,thanked all the leaders and members to make the 
meeting a magnificent success. 

***** 
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